
 

 

 

 

 

Anna Harris-Shaw, Ander Corporation 
What was a typical workday like for you? Are there any daily tasks that you started out doing that over the years 
went away or completely changed as practices changed? 
I am a traveling Histotechnologist. There are no typical days as a traveler. The one constant as a traveler is flexibility. 
There are different microtomes with different blades holders and different blades high and low profile that cut at 
different angles, different waterbaths that might be on the right side of your microtome or the left, different paraffin 
that ribbon differently, different protocols-some want two vertical gastric/colon biopsy ribbon levels size by side and 
some want three horizontal levels, different tissue processors, some have lab assistants bring the blocks to the techs and 
some have the techs get the blocks themselves. These are just a few variations. 
 
I have noticed a dangerous trend. That is contamination. One could say it has always been happening but it appears to 
be a big enough new trend that there is a CAP question that is now addressing it. If it has always been a problem I think 
CAP would have addressed it a long time ago. Why? Is it training? Is it technology or is it a latent error hidden in a 
process improvement?  
 
Technology is one of the biggest changes in the last few decades, inside and out of the lab. What were some of the big 
technology changes that had the biggest impact on your work? 
Disposable blades. Are they truly better or did we simply pass a new cost to the patient!  
 
The film coverslip. Was this a good idea? It changed the refractive index for the pathologist. Also now, years later we 
find that the film doesn’t stand the rest of time.  
 
Coverslip lifts. Some labs have switched back to glass and some labs are discovering patient slides are 
being eaten by bugs once the film lifts. 
 
Fully automated microtomes. Were they successful in reducing carpel tunnel or should we just spend more time doing 
histology specific ergonomics? 
 
Immunohistochemistry has increased the work volume and creates a career ladder where one didn’t exist. This 
technology helps the patient, generates revenue for the Hospital and create job satisfaction for the technologist. 
Automation creates standardization. 
 
Where do you see the profession heading in the future? What predictions would you like to make or, if you had a 
crystal ball, what would you see? 
I see Histology and molecular biology in the same room being performed by Histotechnologists on a rotational basis. 
Much like now where one day is spent performing microtomy and embedding and another day performing IHC and 
special stains and still another working in the molecular lab. Education will of course need to be elevated. I also see new 
job titles for techs who screen and release images that were digitized from glass. I see pathologists signing out from the 
image and not the slide. I also see new computer algorithms written that can make a diagnosis from the image. I think 
office practices would be interested in this when they order slide prep only. I see smaller labs folding and being 
absorbed by the larger labs like Quest and LabCorp. This change will not be driven by Quest and LabCorp but will be 
driven by the government’s reimbursement rate and an inability to offer a competitive cost per test due to economies of 
scale. I see more traveling techs. Increased stress will push those who can for a more balanced life at a higher rate of 
pay. 



I see the larger companies like Kaiser Permanente hiring their own Histology travelers. It will be a lot 
cheaper this way for them to cut out the middleman. I see our pay going up as the current pool of Histotechnologists 
become more diluted with tasks. This will be due to supply and demand. As demand increases and supply decreased, 
Cost will increase. Greater demands will be placed on our time, our tasks used to include embedding, microtomy, special 
stains and an occasional muscle biopsy. 
 
Now we have additional tasks in: 
Immunohistochemistry to include optimization, validating. 
Lot to lot verification, new antibodies are being developed all the time, 
Molecular Biology. Most labs are at least cutting the cases needed for molecular biology and next gen sequencing. 
Digital Pathology. Histologists are being asked convert glass slides to a digital image, QC the digitized images and release 
the images to clients 
 
All these additional tasks are being added at a time when baby boomers are retiring and histology schools are closing 
creating a shortage of staff. 
 
Computer generated slides. The safety initiative to eliminate handwritten slides helps to reduce mislabeled slides. 
However, it does slow the process at microtomy. The standard for Microtomy used to be around 50/hour. Now, it is 
down to about 25/hour. This creates a need for additional staffing. 


